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COMMITTEE - 7:00PM  WORKSHOP - 8:00PM

CONJURER’S CALENDAR MEETINGS - 2:00PM2022

NOTE* - Name = Refreshments NOTE** Change of usual DateCHANGE

JAN
9th January
Annual General Meeting

25th January
WORKSHOP

FEB
ALLAN CLARKE

6th February
Robson & Wright:
The Dynamic Duo return!

17th - 20th February
Blackpool Magic
Convention

22nd February
WORKSHOP

MAR
BRIAN LEAD

13th March
Cancelled

22nd March
COMMITTEE
& WORKSHOP

APR
DONALD MONK

10th April
Seaside Magic with
Roy Field OPEN MEETING

26th April
WORKSHOP

MAY
CARL PEARSON

8th  May
Magical Allsorts
Members’ Day

15th May - Merlins Day
of Magic

24th May
COMMITTEE
& WORKSHOP

JUN
ROGER WOODS

12th June
Chairman’s Day
OPEN MEETING

26th June Northern
Magic Circle One Day
Convention: Harrogate

28th June
WORKSHOP

JUL
ALLAN CLARKE

10th July
Geoffrey Newton with
‘Key Ring’ Magic

26th July
COMMITTEE
WORKSHOP

AUG
BRIAN LEAD

14th August
An Audience with Leslie
Melville.

23rd August
WORKSHOP

SEP
TBC

11th September
Auction of Magic.
Visiting Magi welcome.

1st - 4th Sept IBM British
Ring Convention at
Eastbourne.

27th September
COMMITTEE
WORKSHOP

OCT
TBC

9th October
Star lecture from
Marc Oberon

25th October
WORKSHOP

NOV
CARL PEARSON

13th November
President’s Day
OPEN MEETING

22nd November
COMMITTEE
WORKSHOP

DEC
ROGER WOODS

4th  December
Magic @ Christmas
OPEN MEETING

NO
WORKSHOP
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b.lead@btinternet.com

We seem to have
crammed in even more

for you to enjoy this month!

Carl embarks upon a new
series about the era of Variety
with the emphasis on
magicians, while we have the
first part of a double article on
Si Stebbins and his stack from
Roger Woods.

Roy Field returns to our Guest
Spot, recalling Slydini’s visit to
Leeds, and Clive Moore
remembers a windy weekend
at the Blackpool convention.

Old friend Ian Keable fills Page
13, and Leslie Melville offers a
‘Quickie’ along with a letter of
thanks.

Allan gets his ‘Train of
Thought’ on the move,
supported by the Magic Monk
and Bob Benyon . . . and we
even squeeze in a goody
courtesy of Chris Wardle
without him realising!

   Brian

The Si Stebbins Stack
from Roger Woods

Train Of Thought: The
History of a Joke Shop

Slydini in Leeds from
Roy Field.

Meeting Time at the
Seaside.

A perfect storm, from
Clive Moore

Page 13: Not so
happy bunnies?

Carl’s Column: A
variety of places…

Chairman’s Chatter: If
in doubt, buy a book!

Pearson’s Presidential
Wheelchairs & Eggs

Editorial:
with Brian Lead

mailto:b.lead@btinternet.com
mailto:b.lead@btinternet.com
mailto:mailto:b.lead@btinternet.com
mailto:b.lead@btinternet.com
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From the Editor’s desk...
My sisters, Tina and Margery, are very sensitive. They got
very upset when I had an accident. I said “Don’t cry for
me, Marge and Tina.”

A while ago, I was telling you about the then up-coming
television programme Secrets of the Museum,

featuring a prop now owned by the V&A
which had reputedly belonged to Tommy
Cooper. It has now been aired, but not as
expected. You can still catch it on BBC
iPlayer, dated 7th April.

Initially, assistant producer Olly Cromack
made contact to enquire about a sliding

die box from Tommy’s act which they wanted to feature. Provenance,
of course, is of the utmost importance, and he was trying to verify the
claim that the box had been provided by John Palfreyman, who was
the source of many of Tommy’s props. I was approached as Secretary
of the Northern Magic Circle, as John was a former President. What
the programme really wanted was a clip of Tommy actually performing
with the box on TV, thereby establishing its authenticity beyond
reasonable doubt; although there were still many identical props
around. In the end, all they could come up
with was Tommy presenting the Wessex
Die Box – a differently decorated version
which unexpectedly collapsed and turned
into a tray of drinks. This was a sort of
‘double sucker’ effect, to surprise those
who already knew the original routine. It
was devised by Bill Stickland and made by
the Supreme Magic Company in the
seventies, being included in the book
Introducing Bill’s Magic which coincided with Bill’s Presidency of the
I.B.M. The Wessex box was presented poignantly by Derek Lever at the
funeral of Steve Evans, transforming into a tray with full tea set.
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In the end, the programme dispensed with the traditional Sliding Die
Box idea and went for a blooming bunch of flowers, which they
claimed was a one-off, created specially for TC. The bush, in a gold-
coloured plant pot, worked on the same principle as the popular
blooming wand, with brightly coloured flowers of red and yellow
feathers being pushed up through tubes. They needed a bit of dusting,
but looked very familiar.

The programme also included some footage of
Tommy’s final performance, and an interview
with the compere on the night, Jimmy Tarbuck,
who put it into context. We also saw the ‘walk-
through’ organ gag and Michael Parkinson
looking uncomfortable in Tommy’s guillotine.
John Palfreyman always insisted that he had
saved Parky’s life on that occasion, by noticing
that the apparatus had not been properly set.

Curator Simon Sladen travelled to Blackpool, popped into the Winter
Gardens and located the catch-phrase “Jus’ Like That!” on the
Walkway of Comedy outside the Tower. We were also treated to a
sneak preview of the venue for the eagerly-awaited Showtown
museum, which is due to open in the resort next year and will house
the blooming flowers exhibit. My thanks to Allan for capturing the
images.

Mo’s nephew, the artist John Yeadon, is mounting an exhibition of his
paintings, titled The End of the Pier Show, in Coventry – the current
City of Culture.  As you will see from the poster on the back cover this
month, it features his distinctive pictures of ventriloquial figures,

which have become a bit of a speciality.
If you happen to find yourself in the
area, do drop in.

Our good friend Chris Wardle created a
special table puzzle for Alan Maskell’s
recent dinner, as President of the British
Ring.
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As you will see from the copy on the next page, it uses the names of
former Presidents, set out in a grid with instructions to follow. Maybe I
should issue a spoiler alert at this point because, if you do everything
correctly, you should land on FLETCHER, representing Duncan and
Olive Fletcher, the mum and dad of current President’s Lady, Moira.
I’ve included the item here in case you want to re-purpose it for your
own ends, which I’m sure Chris would not mind. In fact, it works on a
very similar principle to an effect he showed us. Just make sure that
the number of letters in the names correlate, and that the result you
want is in the ‘Fletcher’ position, then the instructions will do the rest.

Leslie Melville has been in touch about the allusion
in his ‘Quickie’ (see page 29) to Lionel King and his
52 assistants, recalling that Billy O’Connor had the
same tag-line and hoping he hadn’t been confused.
I imagine that both performers could have used it,
as it wasn’t a unique idea. Chung Ling Soo referred
to his ‘Ten Assistants’ meaning, of course, his
fingers. Leslie certainly saw King performing the
Nap Hand at the North Pier, and mentions it was
also done by David Nixon, Billy McComb and Al
Koran, among others.  I remember seeing David Nixon’s version many
moons ago.  As I had no idea of the nap hand concept, I’m afraid it
didn’t mean very much to me at the time.

The Northern Magic Circle is back from Covid hibernation, with a one-
day mini convention to be held at the Crown Hotel in Harrogate on
26th June, from 10 am to 6 pm.  The day will include Roy Field’s Seaside
Magic, a double auction of books and props with special guest
auctioneer Mike Shepherd, an open competition of Parlour Magic with
cash and trophy prizes, and a closing show.  In appreciation of the
loyalty shown by members during the pandemic, the event will be free
to all members and those signing up for membership.  There will be a
nominal charge of just £5 for others.

I bought a litre of Tipp-Ex yesterday. It was a big mistake.

Brian
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by Chris Wardle
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Hello, and I'm glad to report that meetings have returned at
Saint Francis, now that the builders have repaired the

storm damage.

Unfortunately, I had to miss the lecture by Roy Field as I was on
Holiday in Scotland. I know from the reports that I missed a very entertaining
and informative afternoon. It's great to see we have a new member entering
the Mystic League family; may I wish Francesca Docherty a very warm
welcome to the club. Another member who needs a special mention is
Donald our resident artist. I'm very honoured to see that he has drawn me as
a caricature for the magazine. Thanks, Donald.

It seems we have a change of plans for our meeting on 8th May, which
sounds very interesting to say the least. I'm sure all will become clear! What
hasn't changed are the refreshments. It's pie day once again with, of course,
a few other things on the side.

I hope everyone had a great Easter weekend. Caroline hid 36 cream eggs
around the house and garden for our three boys to find on Easter Sunday
morning. It made me smile, as our boys are 15, 19 and 20 years old! It just
goes to show that you are never too old for a little magic.

I sat down recently and started writing my new series for the magazine. I
really enjoy searching for interesting articles and finding out pieces of
information lost in the past. This is probably due to my many years as a police
officer, when I had to build a case for the prosecution.

I actually got out of the house for an evening, with my friend Peter pushing
me up the road to the pub in my wheelchair. We have been friends for the
past 16 years, having met at the Blackpool magic convention. We always
show each other a few tricks and enjoy a quiet drink. As I sat watching Peter
show me his latest miracle, I thought to myself that this wonderful hobby of
ours gives us so much. That's the real magic.

Talking of magical friends, I very much look forward to seeing you on 8th
May. Do come along. You won't regret it . . . and
someone has to eat all those pies!

    Until next time,   Carl
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David Major was an excellent children's entertainer for
our grandson Finley's fifth birthday party. He

certainly kept the attention of twenty-five five-year-olds
with a series of colourful effects, ending with producing a

personalised birthday card. Finley enjoyed it very much. He was happy
to receive some simple tricks, although he hasn't quite grasped the
need to keep methods secret just yet!

Bob Loomis has another new book available,  'A First Look At Second
Sight', available from Amazon and elsewhere. It is a much bigger and
more detailed book than I expected. It doesn't mention Ron and Nancy
Spencer, but the book only goes up to the 1950s so perhaps there will
be a second volume? Jesse and Doris Demaline used to perform this
kind of telepathy act, with codes of their own devising. If you have
seen modern acts like The Evansons you will know how effective this
kind of performance can be.

Allan whetted my appetite (as if it needs it!) at the last Workshop
meeting, so I bought 'Ellisdon's: The History, Volume 1' by Philip David
Treece of CollectingMagicBooks.com. It is an interesting read about
the history of the well known jokes and magic tricks supplier. Those of
us of a certain age certainly remember the 'seebackroscope'!

Paul Gordon has released another book, 'Card Startlers', which looks
very good although you have to work through it with cards in hand
really. I don't know how he can remember all the effects.

I've already booked my ticket for the next Blackpool Convention, but I
have selected another hotel and will see how this goes. I read that The
Ruskin is charging £800 for the weekend, and the new Premier Inn
near the North Pier was quoting over £500 for three nights. The Hotel
Babylon has good reviews on TripAdvisor and is much cheaper, but I
don't think it has any hanging gardens!

Best regards to you all,       Roger

Chairman’s Chatter
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I've Just sent an email to our Electrickery
Craig who is, as I write, soaking up the sun

on a posh cruise.  As far as I know it's not to
the Isle of Wight, but a bit further.  I told him

he's forgotten to take his sea-sick pills. I have 'em here; but why
someone should want to take pills to get sea-sick I don't know.

I have just wished him a happy birthday (over the inter-web thingy),
'cause that's the reason for his trip. You wouldn't think he was seventy,
would you?

I've asked him to bring us some sunshine back, 'cause ours keeps
disappearing and now that he's a fully paid-up member of our
illustrious magic club he could probably do this.

I don't know about you, but I have this addiction that I'm trying to
quell,- spending money with the magic dealers!  I really must get to
grips with this.  It's harder than when I gave up smoking.

I have lots of effects that I've bought, and they're all lining up waiting
for me to get my head around.

Are you the same? I'm like a kid in a sweet shop!

I am a bit more 'picky' now, however.  I try to visualise how I could
present an effect.  Can I make it funny?  Can I make it me?  These
limitations don't always 'pan-out', though, when the eagerly awaited
package drops through my door.

Much too difficult . . .  not what I thought . . .  wouldn't work for me.
Yup, this is when buyer's remorse kicks in.  I must get some practice in.
I can do this!

How many effects do you have in the back of a drawer?

Drag 'em out and give 'em another whiz. You might be surprised!

See ya, gang! I'm off to practise . . .

D the A
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These lines were written by William Cowper in 1785, in a
poem called The Task:

“Variety is the very spice of life
That gives it all its flavour.”

I thought this was a very appropriate start to this series of articles.

If you walk along Mare Street in Hackney, central
London, you will discover the Hackney Empire; built in
1901, designed by Frank Matcham, and recently fully
refurbished to its former glory. If you venture inside

you will be transported
back in time to the
golden age of the variety
theatre. The theatre has
a story to tell, but it is not alone. Dotted
around Great Britain there are many
more theatres still standing today. This is
the story of variety entertainment; the
theatres and characters of this long-
forgotten world.

Around the turn of the 19th century Queen Victoria's reign was in its
twilight years, and the world of entertainment was rapidly changing.
The days of the music halls were coming to an end and the lavish
theatres for the upper classes were becoming increasingly scarce.
Most cities had several Grand theatres, but new developments were
now taking their place with even the most beautiful being demolished.
Yes, the West End still had its fair share, but now in every town across
Britain the working classes were becoming the new audience. The old
music halls were sometimes a rowdy experience, appealing to those
who wanted to join in the frivolity and most raucous behaviour.
Bottles had to be chained to the trays of the servers and the orchestra
pits were often covered by steel grills to protect the musicians.

Carl’s Column…

‘ The old
music halls

were
sometimes a

rowdy
experience’

VARIETY IS THE SPICE OF LIFE!  Part 1
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The entertainers would often have to dodge bottles and old shoes
thrown from the audience, and even dead cats were launched in their
direction. This was not a place to go for a relaxing evening as a couple,
or with friends. Three theatre owners and entrepreneurs had come to
the same conclusion, and they wanted a more civilised form of
entertainment, and so began hatching a plan – one which was already
well past its drawing board date.

In 1899, Sir Edward Moss, Richard
Thornton and Sir Oswald Stoll formed the
Moss Empire theatres chain, including a
vast swathe of the old music halls. The
three gentlemen already owned theatres,
and with their added acquisitions it made
for a fifty-theatre portfolio which included
the Palace theatres. Most of these
theatres required extensive renovations to their internal spaces. No
longer would you sit at long tables eating and drinking. Raked seating,
with plush velvet for the top priced seats, was introduced. The facades
were polished, and the Moss Empire theatres were born. The variety
theatre became the place to be entertained, and it was to become the
lifeblood of the variety acts of the time. This was the place to go to see
live entertainment: singers, comedians, jugglers, ventriloquists chorus
girls and, of course, magicians.

Apart from the very few top-of-the-bill magicians, it was life on the
road and mostly on the railways that criss-crossed the British Isles. A
week’s engagement was the norm, with entertainers living in a new
town or city before moving on to the next. It was a travelling

community and life could be hard, but
camaraderie got them through.

The summer seasons were a looked
forward to. Luxury! If you could be
booked at one of the many seaside
resorts, it would guarantee at least eight
weeks of staying in the same location.
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On rare down time, a
walk along the
promenade with fish and
chips would make it feel
Just like a holiday. Entire
cities would empty,
factories would close for
wakes week, and
everyone would make

their way to Blackpool, Great Yarmouth, Eastbourne, Morecambe and
the many other seaside resorts. The city streets would be abandoned
for the great escape, when work was forgotten and fun was to be had.
This was the industrial age with great mills,
shipbuilding, steelworks and mining. This
tradition, which started at the beginning of
the 20th century, would continue until the
late 1970s. It would come to an end when air
travel became more affordable. The seaside
resorts would soon become quieter and
shadows of their former selves.

Your goal as a variety entertainer was to be
top of the bill, but as a magician this was not
often the case and posters from this era
usually showed the conjurer about half way
down. There were exceptions to the rule, but
usually these were at the top of their game, such as Houdini, Chung
Ling Soo, Lafayette and David Devant.

But even these magical greats were in the most part travelling
showmen. David Devant would often leave his magical home of Saint
George's Hall and go on the road.  They did travel in style, however.
Not for them the boarding houses and entertainers’ digs. It was the
Grand Hotels and motorcades, when motor cars were reserved for the
privileged few.

Carl
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Quotation of the month
‘Showmanship is making people like you.

That's all it is. Making people like you.’
(Charles Reynolds)

Hello once again, and thank you to everyone
who keeps me updated about welfare

matters.
Margaret Guy is still recovering from Covid, and

finding it difficult to get enough sleep. We send our 'get well' wishes.
Ron Baron is recovering after having two mini strokes. He is in good
spirits, but can have off days. A card has been sent wishing him a
speedy recovery.
Bob Benyon is at home recovering from an eye operation. Again, a
card has been sent with our best wishes.
Please take care of yourselves and your loved ones. Please let me
know of anyone who is under the weather or just needs a chat.
My email is: pearsoncarl1@virginmedia.com
Mobile no. is 07807 115784.

Until next month, be well and keep safe -        Carl.

‘For my next trick, I will
fit this large colander

into what my wife
thinks is a completely

full dishwasher’

Famous last words…

mailto:pearsoncarl1@virginmedia.com
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Page 13 - Stories to make your toes curl….

One question that is often asked of comedy
performers generally is how you deal with

hecklers. However, as I discovered recently, even
worse than the verbal heckle is the silent one. I
was giving a talk for a group last month when one
woman got up and walked out – I thought at the
time to go to the toilet. I made a comment which
works quite well for me: "It gets better, you know".
She turned and stared at me angrily and asked if I

was talking to her. I shrugged and carried on; but as soon as she left, I
added that she clearly wasn't a ‘happy bunny’ . . . which, given I was
talking about Mary Toft and her production of rabbits at the time, was
both relevant and funny (I thought so, anyway!)

A little later she returned to the room and
sat down. However, after about five
minutes she very pointedly got up, walked
slowly to the back of the room, picked up
her coat off the hanger and exited. This
was clearly a deliberate act of protest, and
sabotage, on her part. This time I refrained
from making any comment, although I did
stop talking for a while to watch her grand
exit.

Near the end of my talk, I realised she was back again, sitting moodily
by herself. Concluding my talk, I asked the audience if they wanted to
see one more trick, to which there were a chorus of yeses (not a
technique I usually resort to, as it demonstrates an insecure and
insincere desire to have your ego stroked). I followed that up by asking
if anyone didn't want to see another trick. I was probably the only
person who saw the same woman put her hand up.

Ian Keable

Happy Bunnies…
From Ian Keable
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Five of us continued the foray into Anne's donated magic 'stuff' at
this month's Workshop meeting.

Paul first showed us the 'Mysterious Mini Boxes', where two small teak
boxes contain mini bicycle decks of cards, one red and one blue. The
spectator chooses one deck and selects a card, only to find that the
other deck has vanished leaving only the match of his card. It is a nice
effect and was quite expensive originally.

There were two ways to produce the vanished
pattern on Kovari's 'Chinese Plate', either using the
folded card (double sided) or using a change bag. We
are going to sell it with the latter; actually a three-
way change bag.

The next item was the 'Magic Makers' ring escape in
brass, which enables you to remove the spectator's ring easily even
though it appears to be securely bolted.

Paul then went through various flower production items and Allan
discovered that two of them could be charged up to be lit in various
colours. There was a ghost tube and lots of silk, with both flag designs
and plain, and also a tube to change silks into miniature umbrellas. If
someone is interested in a colourful stage or parlour act there will be
some nice items for sale in due course.

During the tea break I discovered that whilst I was making the tea
Donald and Allan had managed to unravel a 'Ribbon Fountain', usually
produced from a dove pan and Allan had found the charging points
mentioned above.

I showed a couple of card items from Mo that I
haven't worked out yet, and 'Dizzy Dominoes',
which came from Jesse Demaline. I was able to
find someone on one of the Facebook magic
forums to kindly send me the instructions.

Workshop
26th April 2022
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Brian had an old set of cards with cut-outs so
that fanned one way they showed red backs and
fanned the other way showed blue backs - really
quite impractical nowadays.

Donald baffled us with a mystery which he will
demonstrate at the next meeting.

Paul had found two small boxes. Allan managed to open the first one,
which contained some small magnets, and the other was a close-up
effect with rings on a miniature wand, although we couldn't quite
figure out how it worked.

Finally, Paul showed 'Coin Collector' by Mark Lee
of Merlins of Wakefield, but it appeared we
needed to find a shell penny to complete the
trick.

We will continue this journey into "What Is It?"
at our next Workshop meeting on 24th May.

Roger

‘My three favourite things are
eating my children and
not using punctuation’
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Zoom and all of these modern gadgets
have kept the magic world going. I

serve on three committees, and on one
as Chairman. This modern media has

been an absolute godsend. Of course, the internet has now arrived in
Derbyshire, even though my laptop is still run on Calor Gas!
With all this in mind, my heart was filled with excitement as in
February we drove up the M6 towards Blackpool. I thought of
conventions gone by, and the prospect of meeting old friends
again made me feel very excited.

On arriving in Blackpool on the Thursday afternoon, the wind and rain
had started to increase, so we decided to have an evening in at our
hotel. Here they had a local cabaret act; not the advertised magician
and a children's entertainer, whose car was stuck somewhere in
Morecambe!

The next day we were up bright and breezy
and, after breakfast, we started to prepare
for the big day ahead. As I opened the front
door, the storm threw me against the wall
and in seconds I was saturated. One car
driving down the promenade was physically
blown sideways across the carriageway and,
just by the skin of my teeth, I was able to get back into the hotel
lounge. Then, a loud bang as a skylight went flying into the air, along
with the sound of breaking glass. This was followed by the two
windows at the rear of the hotel being broken by debris.

Over the next three to four hours we had several attempts to get out
of the hotel, but even with three burly men holding the door, the task
was seemingly impossible. The front of the hotel was blocked off, and
guests were asked politely to stay inside.

A Perfect Storm …
By Clive Moore
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The next day (Saturday), although breezy, was completely different
and we were able to get to what I believe was a very good convention.
Like all good conventions, it was about like-minded people chatting
about their passion for magic. I am never sure about when I attended
my first convention, but I believe it was at Blackpool in

1976 or 1977. The soon-to-be-
famous Paul Daniels was there. and
I was baffled by his showmanship.
He closed the gala show. Of course,
in those days everything happened
at the Casino.

I remember one of the lecturers
being Bev Bergeron. I don't think I

had ever spoken to an American before, and he was charming. I must
have walked around with my mouth open, being bamboozled by the
legendary dealers like Ken Brooke and Harry Stanley.

Everyone seemed to be on an equal footing, from the star struck
novice to the television performers like Ali Bongo. George Kovari sold
me a pair of Chinese sticks, which I still use to this day. I can picture
myself trundling around, complete with carrier bags in hand, full of
magic gear. Funnily, I still do!

I did learn a magic lesson; always read the instructions and practise. As
I tried the Flying Gold trick to an audience of magicians on the A6
services, the locking reel wouldn't undo. This dislocated the cord from
the spool. In fairness, Roy Roth repaired it free of charge, but he gave
me a stern talking to about the merits of reading the instructions first!

Clive Moore
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For our April meeting we spent a
happy afternoon at the seaside,

in the company of the President of
the Northern Magic Circle, Roy Field, who had travelled from
his own seaside residence near Scarborough. We were also
delighted to welcome Kay Murray, from the Order of the
Magi, and Leslie Melville, from Blackpool.

Roy recently received an Award of Excellence from the
International Brotherhood of Magicians for his study of Magic at the Seaside,
which appeared in the Linking Ring magazine, and his presentation was based
upon that research, accompanied by a wealth of images and touches of
humour.

Roy traced the British love affair with the seaside back to the earliest days
when the health-giving properties of sea air were first recognised and resorts
were patronised by the upper classes, as seen, for example, in Jane Austen's
unfinished Sanditon novel of 1817.

The entertainment on the sands, initially presented
by some genuinely black performers, was soon
taken over by their 'burnt cork' counterparts,
leading ultimately to the hugely popular Black and
White Minstrels. Concert parties developed from
the white-faced and distinctly attired Pierrot

troupes, which were the training grounds for performers such as Arthur
Askey and Ernest Sewell; the first to create the traditional box of magic tricks,
bearing his name.

Before long, the set-up stages on the beach, which were at the mercy of the
elements and the tide, transferred to bricks-and-mortar theatre buildings on
the promenade or at the end of the pier, with Punch and Judy still thriving on
the shore beneath.

Roy traced the careers of many famous
magicians, such as David Nixon, from
the rapidly expanding variety theatres
and holiday camps, bringing the story
up to the present day with
contemporary performers.

Magic at the Seaside
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For the second part of the afternoon, Roy deconstructed the
'seaside' act which he had devised for his President's Day,
showing how various pieces of apparatus had been re-
purposed to fit in with that theme. Thus, a cylindrical
production tube on the 'squared circle' principle brought
forth a stick of rock and a specially-designed 'welcome'
banner. There was a 'turn it round!' Bathing Belle routine
with differently coloured swimming costumes, and a
reappearing lollipop trick was linked to a shop on the Golden Mile. There was
an unexplained prediction effect with coloured envelopes and spots,
attributed to the prolific  Chris Wardle, which led to an amusing paddle-move

routine based upon seagull droppings - an idea which I first saw
used by Ken Green, using trowels. A set of Donald McGill and
Bamforth-styled comic postcards was employed in a 'five
postcard repeat' sequence, culminating in the rude cards being
transformed into pretty scenes of Scarborough via a Himber
wallet. It was all very inventive, showing evidence of much
thought and preparation. It was sobering, however, to learn

that the iconic comic postcards are no longer available for sale, the PC police
not acknowledging the inherent humour to be found in mothers-in-law, fat
ladies with weedy husbands, newly-weds and buxom blondes.

To conclude the afternoon, there was a free raffle for a bowl
of magically animated fish (!), Roy was presented with a first
edition of Hoffmann's Latest Magic and our guests went
away with MML souvenirs. Immediate Past President Allan
Clarke presented our junior, Harry, with his MML badge and
thanked Roy for a splendid trip to the seaside and down
memory lane.

Owing to the current low rate of attendance at meetings,
the decision has been made, by mutual agreement, to postpone the visit of
Andrew Lound with his specially commissioned presentation of The Magical
Maskelynes.  Instead, we have brought forward a members' day from the
summer, with the theme of Magical Allsorts. We have lots of ideas in the bag,
but hope members will also bring along their favourite bits and pieces (or
maybe some new ones they want to try out?) to add to the mixture. The
good news is that our August meeting will now become 'An Audience with
Leslie Melville', who will regale is with 'Tales of a Travelling Trickster'.

Brian
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When I was a young man and joined the
Leeds Magic Circle, I was thrilled to be

shown all aspects of magic by older esteemed
members such as John Pennington and Alan
Shaw. What did surprise me was the sight of
other members sitting around and
enthusiastically ‘lapping’. The use of one’s lap
as a ‘lap servante’ had been known for some
time, but not regarded as useful for commercial

magic. One man, Slydini, changed all that, and by combining
misdirection and lapping altered close-up magic for ever.

Quintino Marrucci was born in Italy with an amateur magician father,
but as a youngster went to live with his uncle in Buenos Aires,
Argentina. His proficiency in Spanish made many believe he was South
American rather than having Italian origins. In 1930 he moved to the
USA to begin a professional magic career, which is where he changed
his name to Slydini. Early on he had a stage act with flashy Spanish
costumes, but then playing in private clubs and restaurants developed
the sitting behind a table act for which he will always be known.

These days we have the ability to see instantly almost any magician we
like on YouTube or similar platforms, but there was no way that the
acts of famous magicians could be seen until the advent of home video
in the 1970s. Our information was from books, magazines and, of
course, peer reputation from those lucky enough to have seen them. It
was a 1956 visit to America by the Flying Sorcerers which consolidated
Slydini’s name as ‘the man to see’. (The ‘Flying Sorcerers’ was a name
given to UK magicians who flew the Atlantic to visit American
conventions when such flights were not the norm). Ken Brooke, Lewis
Ganson and others were in New York when Dai Vernon took them to
see and meet Slydini.

By Roy Field

Slydini in Leeds
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They were blown away by what they saw, and were determined to get
him to the UK. In 1958 he came on a lecture tour, and attended the
I.B.M. British Ring convention in Hastings. He was a revelation and a
sensation.

Lewis Ganson’s book The Magic of Slydini came
out in 1960, describing all of Slydini’s effects with
photo sequences being as close as you could get to
moving pictures. It was this book, and reports of
those who had seen him in Hastings, that made
lapping all the rage at those Leeds Magic Circle
meetings.

In 1968, Ken Brooke, who by this time was
operating his own magic business in Soho,
organised a tour of the UK by Slydini. Maybe it was

because Ken was a Leeds lad that he put Leeds on Slydini’s schedule,
but he was booked via the Leeds Magic Circle to appear at the
Metropole Hotel. I had left Leeds by this time to take up an
appointment in Scarborough, but returned
especially to see this legend. I have the original
ticket for the occasion in my scrapbook, and it is in
itself quite interesting. The admission charge is
listed as 20s (twenty shillings). This is a very odd
way of putting it, as it would normally be 20/- or
£1. It was, however, still a relatively highly priced
admission – the equivalent today would be just
over £15. I see that my ticket was number 10,
which means I must have booked early and I
remember that I did have a good seat. The other thing I have now
noticed is that the starting time is 2.30pm ‘approximately’, which
maybe explains the late start.

We assembled in the Metropole Hotel in a relatively small room with a
table on a dais at one end. It was a limited audience of maybe fifty
people. 2.30pm came and passed and we chatted among ourselves,
but some were getting edgy.
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After I suppose nearly an hour, the ‘natives got restless’ and started
complaining to Ken Brooke. Ken never suffered fools gladly, and a mini
shouting match took place at the back of the room. Ken argued that
Slydini was an international star worth waiting for – whether he was
late on a train or drinking tea in the hotel we’ll never know. Finally,
Slydini appeared and took his place at the table.

He was indeed worth waiting for. He performed pretty much all the
classic routines that were in the Ganson edited book – Coins through
Table, Paper Balls in Hat, Knotted Silks, Torn and Restored Newspaper
etc. I was especially amazed with his cigarette magic – tearing a
borrowed cigarette into two halves then fully restoring it in full view. I
think he remained seated for his performance, so did not do ‘The
Flight of Paper Balls’ with a spectator. His misdirection and style of
performance was highly personal, and could never be easily replicated
by others.

After his hour set, he was thanked by Ken and received thunderous
applause. But that wasn’t sufficient for some. He did not explain his
magic, but simply gave a wonderful performance of his best material.
“It says lecture on the ticket” complained some, much to Ken’s fury.
The altercation at the back of the room started again! Personally, I was
grateful to see him in such excellent close-up conditions, but maybe
the ticket should not have said ‘lecture’. Slydini’s magic and
misdirection techniques could never have been easily dealt with in a
general lecture, which is why he concentrated on privately booked on-
to-one teaching seminars. Slydini’s style was unique, but he proved
that sitting at a table and using lapping could be commercially
possible, especially in night club type situations.

Others such as Al Goshman, albeit with different
personalities, followed in his wake. I’ve never
really ‘lapped’, but I’m glad I saw him!

  Roy
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Whilst looking at an advert from Collecting
Magic Books (www.collectingmagicbooks.com) I noticed a
book about Ellisdon's. Many older members will be
familiar with this fine British institution, particularly
their large and profusely illustrated catalogue which
contained many 'must have' effects from back in the
day. The catalogue, it must also be said, was quite
'economical with the truth' when it came to
advertising.

What members may not be aware of was that the
firm was founded in New Zealand in 1895, by Albert Ellisdon, although
two years later, for reasons that become clear in the book, he moved
the business to Sydney, Australia and then on to London. It is reported
that he originally sold tools, shovels, saddles and gold panning
equipment to the pioneers; all by Mail Order. This aspect would
become a cornerstone of the business in later years.

By the 1930s, the gold fever boom had run its course, so Albert with
his son, Ernest, together with Grandson Bryce, moved to England.
Ellisdon's became known for jokes and novelties, and the move to
blighty was seemingly prompted by the family's love of jokes as they
thought England, after a depression, could do with a bit of cheering up.
Joking aside, I suspect that it was more to do with a well-spotted gap
in the market, given that jokes and novelties were scarce. It was a
market hardly touched by the magic dealers, Davenports probably
being the only exception. Albert
eventually handed the business
over to Ernest and Ellisdon & Son,
or E & S as they became
universally known, grasped their
opportunities to infiltrate the
Great British Sense of Humour.

ELLISDON & SON. 'OUR STORE IS AS
CLOSE AS YOUR NEAREST MAILBOX'

www.collectingmagicbooks.com
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Over the years, the circulation of the mail order catalogue rose to over
200,000 and was sent to every part of the world. Tina Futch (daughter
of Helen Basnett, nee Ellisdon) has a framed envelope, which arrived in
1958, from Rhodesia, written in pencil and addressed to 'The largest
mail order house in the world for tricks & novelties, promptest service
to all parts of the world, Ellisdon's' . . . and it got there!

All this, and more, is well documented in a new two-volume
publication about Ellisdon's by Philip Treece; but what initially piqued
my interest was a video review of the book on their YouTube channel:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ykfNvH1rR5Y

The book is a fascinating read and charts the somewhat chequered
history of the Ellisdon 'empire'. There's more than one twist in the tale,
which opens with what can only be described as the 'questionable
ethics' of the founder. The Ellisdon business was also a lot broader
than jokes and tricks, offering handwriting analysis, guides to horse
race betting, and even selling phonographs and records, would you
believe.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ykfNvH1rR5Y
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Philip has spent many years researching the full story, and, with the
help of John Davenport and the Davenport Collection, Jack Delvin, Alan
Tipton and many others, has produced a fine mix of history,
documentary and good old-fashioned storytelling worthy of any
modern fiction writer. Except it's all true. There are many detailed
drawings and photos of props, characters, and premises which in
themselves are worth studying. Me, I can't wait for volume 2!

Even if you don't buy the book, I can recommend a look at the video as
it not only gives a great review, but it also looks at some of the rare
products the catalogue once contained. It's a fascinating look back into
history, and one that will trigger quite a few memories for some of our
older members.

If you want to learn more, I also recommend searching out a series of
articles titled 'Magical Memories' by the late Alan Tipton. He gives a
personal insight into many of the products sold in the catalogue, a lot
of which will resonate with our members. They were originally
published in Abra, but they can be found as a topic on talkmagic.co.uk:
https://www.talkmagic.co.uk/ftopic6188.php#p315124

Allan

https://www.talkmagic.co.uk/ftopic6188.php#p315124
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It is likely that prearranged decks have
existed ever since the invention of playing

cards and card games. The original card arrangement system later
known as the 'Si Stebbins System' first appeared in print in an Italian
book of mathematical card magic in 1593. Venetian author Horatio
Galasso described an increment of four card progression in Giochi Di
Carte Bellissimi Di Regola E Di Memoria (1593: Most Beautiful Card
Games Based On Rules And Memory Techniques) which was translated
to French and was possibly the source for Gaspar Cardozo de
Sequeira's Portuguese book Thesouro de Prudents (1612). Galasso's
booklet was reprinted in full in the Gibecière Journal, Summer 2007
edition, alongside a full translation by linguist Dr Loria Pieper and a
perceptive commentary by Vanni Bossi.

However, it was an American vaudeville performer Si Stebbins (real
name William Henry Coffrin: 1867 - 1950) who first published the
system in English using the pseudonym William Vino, in a booklet
called WM. Vino's Card Tricks (1898). This booklet was reprinted in the
Saint Louis Post-Dispatch on December 18, 1898. A reprint of the this
appeared in the July 1945 issue of The Linking Ring; vol. 25, no. 5.

In the winter of 1895-1896, Si Stebbins (he adopted that name for
performing in 1892) was travelling through New England giving 'store
shows.' Another member of the show was a Syrian magician named
Selim Cid; a card manipulator who performed a routine with a stacked
deck which Stebbins learned from him. This is what is now known as
the Si Stebbins Stack.

Howard Thurston also published his version as 'The Thurston System'
in Howard Thurston's Card Tricks in 1901. Thurston acknowledges 'Mr
Stebbens' (sic) but his system is incongruous as he places the suits in
the order spades, clubs, hearts and diamonds - i.e. having the black
and red suits adjacent.

By Roger Woods
The Si Stebbins Stack
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It appears that Si Stebbins published many versions of
his booklets over the years. In Si Stebbins Card Tricks
and The Way They Are Performed, the system is based
on an increment of three, whereas in Si Stebbins
Offers Men-Telo-Card-Ology he describes a four card
progression which he claims is speedier to use than
the original system he learned in 1898. This latter
system is also described in Si Stebbins Legacy To The

Magicians issued in 1935 and reissued as an eBook by
www.trickshop.com in 2020.

A modern account of the system appears in Si Stebbins Unplugged
(2003) which is available as an eBook from www.trickshop.com.The
modern system is a based on an increment of three with a rotation of
the suits. It is a sequential stack or rosary stack, meaning that cutting
the deck does not alter the functionality of the stack.

There are a number of other eBooks utilising the Si Stebbins system
available from this site and www.lybrary.com as referred to in this
article. Dr Hans-Christian Solka published the Si Stebbins Pro
Compendium via www.lybrary.com in 2008, with a new version of the
system designed to disguise the colour sequence of the suits, although
this seems quite complicated.

In 2014 Recycled Stebbins by Steve Sanders uses the four-card
progression.

Amazing Card Miracles by M.S. 'Doc' Mahendra (Francis B. Sterling:
1938) reissued as an eBook by www.trickshop.com in 2016 provides
details of a gimmick wherein details of the system are embossed on a
watch strap or set out on the side or back of the card case or extra
playing card, so that the magician can ascertain at a glance the number
of cards a spectator has cut.

In 13MM of Si Stebbins (2016) the author 'Unknown Mentalist'
describes how to use the Si Stebbins system as a stacked deck with a
number of variations.

More next month!        Roger
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100 years ago (15th May, 1922): It was decided
to subscribe to The Magician. Arrangements
were made to have a group photograph taken at
the next meeting.

80 years ago (10th May, 1942): 18 members were present, at the White
Bull Hotel. There had been correspondence from Jesse Demaline, and Reg
Parkinson was home on leave, looking remarkably fit and well. He said he
always looked forward to the arrival of our magazine, which had followed
him to various addresses. Bro Sherlock was thanked for his loan of books
to (rather than from) the library – a very fine collection. An auction of
props was arranged, with 10% of sales going to the League.

The South Staffordshire Magic Circle
had placed a letter in The World’s
Fair, claiming to have the finest club
badge of any magic Society. The MML

took exception to this, and wrote to the ‘Staffs Boys’ accordingly: ‘For
years we have been priding ourselves on the merit of our own particular
emblem.’  Our Secretary also wrote to The World’s Fair to question their
publication of the statement. ‘We hope the South Staffs boys take this in
the spirit in which it is offered; that is, one of friendly rivalry. After all, he
would be a poor father who did not think that his own child was the best
in the world.’
A full list of our 33 members was issued, with addresses. 10 were from
Blackburn, 3 from Accrington, 3 from Burnley, 3 from Leyland, 3 from
Preston, 2 from Blackpool, 1 from Darwen, 1 from Great Harwood, 1 from
Rishton, 1 from Church, 1 from Edenfield, 1 from Haslingden and 1 (Bill
Elvey) now residing in Birmingham. The member who had in his
possession the library book Death from a Top Hat’ was asked to get in
touch, so that a check could be kept on its wanderings.
60 years ago (13th May, 1962):  Entertainment for the afternoon was
provided by the Fylde Mystics, including Steve Eastham and Ken Ashburn,
with his excellent Bar act. 13 of our members were present, and the
Mystics also brought along a good number of their friends All the acts
were nicely dressed, and they had obviously gone to a great deal of
trouble.
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Do any of my magical colleagues remember Lionel
King? You would have to be of a good age! He

was billed 'Lionel King and his 52 assistants' - pre-
dating Ricky Jay, who also used the tag line, by about 70 years.

I remember seeing him last on Blackpool's North Pier (in Lawrence Wright's
On With the Show!) in the mid-1940s. His act, as suggested, was primarily
with cards and he closed on the 'Nap Hand' card trick, in which three
members of the audience were invited to participate in one round of the card
game.

As I recall, they shuffled and cut the cards, dealt a hand to each participant
and the performer, from a position far away in the stalls, identified the cards
each volunteer held; calling out and playing each hand in turn to the
conclusion. It was a very impressive finale to his act.

The only other person I saw do the trick was David Nixon in one of his
television presentations. I don't think the game is played any more, so it
would be unlikely to have any relevance today - but it was a strong effect and
enabled Lionel King to play all of the number one theatres and top summer
season shows of his time.        Leslie Melville

Last month I was invited to attend a meeting of The Modern
Mystic League; Blackburn's own magic club. The occasion

was the visit of Roy Field - President of the Northern Magic
Circle, who was there to talk about 'Magic at the Seaside'.

Roy is a Yorkshireman and his perspective was largely drawn from Yorkshire's
East coast; in particular, Scarborough. And that's OK. Scarborough claims to
be the first coastal resort in England to commercialise its spa waters as visitor
friendly and welcoming to holidaymakers, who came to drink the waters and
bathe in the sea . . . and, as a consequence, also to provide entertainment!

Black faced minstrel shows on the beach, followed by white faced Pierrots
and then formally dressed concert parties all competed for the attention
(and cash) of the visiting tourists. He then went on to discuss many of the
troupes and individual performers who performed there on flimsily erected
platforms, until the more enterprising companies managed to build their own
theatres and become more established.

It was a fascinating talk, obviously well researched and nicely presented.
Thank you MML for the invitation and for Allan Clarke for the transport!
 Much appreciated!    Whilst I’m here …
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With Bob Benyon

I’ve just read a really good book about protecting the rain forest.
It’s 500 pages long.
Maths problems are the only places where six men can dig four
ditches in three days and no-one wonders why.
It really bugs me when people make insect puns.
I hear Donald Trump claimed that he didn’t know the meaning of
the word ‘ignorant’.
The last snowball fight I had didn’t last long. Things got a bit
heated.
Sign language is very handy.
Some folk say I’m patronising. That means I talk down to people.
Surprisingly, a psychic friend complimented me on the way I
cooked his steak. “Well done” is rare from a medium.
I feel I always have to make everything sound mysterious . . .  or
do I?
I for one. That’s Roman numerals.
Every time I pour a bottle of wine it goes all over the table.
I think I need glasses.
A human cannonball is the only person who actually wants to be
fired.
I’ve just finished building Rome with Lego. It took a day.
I believe reincarnation is making a comeback.
I thought I’d found the perfect website to help me conquer my
fear of flying – until it crashed.

Bob
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AND FinalLy:

An Irish magician and an English magician walk into a bakery.

The Englishman expertly palms three cookies, puts them into his
pockets and leaves. He says to the Irishman. "That took great skill and
guile to steal those cookies. The owner didn't even see me."

The Irishman replies, "That's just simple thievery. I'll show you how to
do it the honest way and get the same results."

They go back in and the Irishman calls the owner of the bakery and
says, "Sir, I want to show you a magic trick." The owner is intrigued so
comes over to see it.

The Irishman asks him for a cookie and then proceeds to eat it. He asks
two more times and after eating them again the owner says, "Okay my
friend; where's the magic trick?"

The Irishman says, "Look in the Englishman's pockets."

Sleight of Mouth?

‘ Always borrow money from a
pessimist.

They’ll never expect it back ’
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THE  LAST COPY DATE FOR
THE NEXT EDITION IS:

Wednesday 1st June

All articles, reports and
submissions should be sent to
Brian Lead by the above date

to ensure inclusion.
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ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 2023
Sunday January 15th

(1 week later than usual meeting date)

Dates for your Diary:



‘I'm working on

a device that

can read minds;

I'd love to hear

your thoughts’

FORTHCOMING EVENTS
12th June 2022

Chairman’s Day
MINDS IN HARMONY

The years roll round, and it will soon be
Chairman's Day again.
Roger says:
My guest for Chairman's Day this year is Joy
Spencer, who will be talking about her
parents, Ron and Nancy Spencer.
Ron and Nancy were well known in the
world of magic for their 'Minds in Harmony'
mentalism act; particularly their two-
person telepathy, which was very
impressive. Joy will capture some of their
presentations in her PowerPoint lecture
and DVD recordings.
Ron and Nancy were great friends of the
Modern Mystic League and visited on a
number of occasions. They topped the bill
at one of our early dinners, and lectured
for us in 1997.
Eddie Dawes said of them: 'For much of the
twentieth century, Minds in Harmony
brought pleasure and mystery to
audiences.  It was always a pleasure to find
Ron and Nancy on the bill.'
This will be an open meeting, so family and
friends are invited, and I look forward to
seeing many of you.

Roger



The MeMeL is the Journal of The Modern Mystic League.
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